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ABSTRACT

Measurements gathered by Smart Meters and collected through the Automatic Metering Infrastructure of Smart Grids can be accessed by numerous external subjects for different purposes, ranging from billing to grid monitoring. Therefore, to prevent the disclosure of personal information through the analysis of energy consumption patterns, the metering data must be securely handled. Peer-to-peer (P2P) networking is a promising approach for interconnecting communication nodes among the AMI to efficiently perform data collection while ensuring privacy and confidentiality, but it is also prone to various security attacks. This paper discusses the impact of the most relevant P2P attack scenarios on the performance of a protocol for privacy preserving aggregation of metering data. The protocol relies on communication Gateways located in the customers' households and interconnected by means of a variant of the Chord overlay. We also propose some countermeasures to mitigate the effects of such attacks: we integrate a Verifiable Secret Sharing scheme based on Pedersen commitments in the aggregation protocol, which ensures data integrity, with compliance checks aimed at identifying the injection of altered measurements. Moreover, we introduce Chord auxiliary routing tables to counteract the routing pollution performed by dishonest nodes. The paper evaluates the computational complexity and effectiveness of the proposed solutions through analytical and numerical results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the next years, the amount of user data collected in the Smart Grid is expected to dramatically increase with respect to the current electrical power grid: this arises great concerns regarding the privacy of the customers. The current electromechanical power meters installed at the customers' households will be replaced by “intelligent” digital devices called Smart Meters, which will provide to the Smart Grid not only information about the energy consumption, but also a great amount of user-related data which will be used by the utilities themselves (e.g., for billing purposes), by the grid managers (e.g., for electrical power state estimation) or by third parties (e.g., to provide value-added services, such as home energy consumption management). Since information about personal habits of the users can be deduced by analysing their energy consumption patterns, smart metering data should be collected in a privacy-preserving way, e.g. by exploiting data aggregation, obfuscation or anonymization techniques [1].

To do so, peer to peer (P2P) networking has been investigated by the research community as a viable and effective approach to ensure scalability, self-organization and resiliency to the telecommunication infrastructure of Smart Grids while guaranteeing privacy and security properties to the data collection procedure [2, 3], and P2P-based smart metering frameworks entirely composed by of off-the-shelf hardware and existing communication infrastructures have already been proposed [4]. P2P technologies have also been integrated in the Smart Grid Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition system
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2. RELATED WORK

Numerous distributed aggregation schemes for smart metering data have been proposed in the recent literature: most of them rely on multiparty computation techniques, which allow the calculation of an aggregation function based on the inputs of multiple participants without disclosing the intermediate operations. Alternative approaches are based on anonymous routing or on data obfuscation through noise injection, according to the paradigm of differential privacy. Our proposed solution also falls in the framework of multiparty computation. A comprehensive survey on aggregation protocols in Smart Grids can be found in [8]. Among the most recent contributions, paper [9] proposes an efficient privacy-preserving demand response scheme with adaptive key evolution ensuring forward secrecy. The authors of [10] introduce a self-certified data aggregation scheme which supports the aggregation of multidimensional power usage data into a single-dimensional data by adopting the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Paper [11] discusses a decentralized security framework for smart grids, which integrates simultaneously privacy-friendly aggregation and access control: the usage of attribute-based encryption ensures selective access to the users’ data.

All the above cited schemes are based on Paillier homomorphic cryptosystem. Our solution exploits Shamir Secret Sharing scheme, which is computationally less demanding. Moreover, our distributed aggregation architecture allows multiple external parties to aggregate data each from a different subset of the Meters according to its specific need. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only architecture dealing with this problem. Furthermore, none of the above cited papers considers a dishonest intrusive attacker model, i.e. adversaries capable of altering the routing and the messages of the protocol.

Integrity verification of the aggregated data plays a crucial role in the design of a privacy-preserving aggregation infrastructure: in the context of Smart Grids, the authors of [12] achieve this goal by using a commitment-enhanced version of SSS scheme. Paper [13] proposes the usage of the commitment scheme designed by Pedersen in [14], combining it with a secret splitting scheme. Our solution relies on Pedersen VSS scheme, which combines Pedersen commitments and SSS scheme and has the advantage of being non-interactive, thus eliminating the need of communications among the participants to the protocol. Commitment-based VSS schemes find applications in numerous other fields, ranging from electronic voting [15] to oblivious billing [16]. Moreover, adaptations of VSS for asynchronous communication networks have been proposed [17]. However, none of the last mentioned schemes is directly applicable to the Smart Grid environment, which exhibits different peculiarities to be addressed.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overall view of the related work, while section 3 recalls some background notions. After briefly reviewing in Section 3.3 the aggregation architecture proposed in [6], in Section 4 we formally define the attack scenarios and the security guarantees that the privacy-preserving infrastructure should provide, while the architecture enhancements and the proposed countermeasures introduced to mitigate the effects of the attacks are discussed in Section 5. The security evaluation of the aggregation architecture is presented in Section 6, while the performance assessment is discussed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 analyses the impact of the considered attacks on the performance of the aggregation infrastructure and the effectiveness of our proposed countermeasures to such attacks. The paper is concluded in Section 9.
An alternative and widely used technique to ensure data integrity without exposing the identity of the subject generating them relies on group signatures [18], and numerous schemes have been designed, including additional features such as limited message size [19], local revocation [20], and backward unlinkability [21]. Unfortunately, most of them are highly computationally demanding or require interactions among the participants, being therefore unsuitable for applications in the Smart Grid environment.

Collecting metering data in a distributed fashion raises various issues regarding the communication infrastructure connecting multiple metering devices. The most widely used approach is to interconnect them by means of a peer-to-peer distributed network, where information routing is usually performed through self-organizing overlays such as Chord [7], CAN [22], Tapestry [23], and Pastry [24]. However, such overlays suffer from a variety of attacks which can be performed by a fraction of malicious nodes with the aim of altering the routing and/or the content of the messages. In particular, the Sybil [25] and Eclipse [26] attacks can be considered as representative of a wide class of cyber-attacks to distributed overlays with dishonest adversarial model. The Sybil attack consists in a single physical entity obtaining multiple logical identities, which can be easily performed in case of loose authentication and reputation requirements for the nodes joining the network. This way, the attacker creates a set of colluded Chord nodes and gains control on all the keys they are responsible for. In turn, Sybil can be exploited to mount the Eclipse attack, in which the collusion of dishonest nodes poison the finger tables and successor lists of the other nodes by providing them only with pointers to other malicious nodes. If most of the entries of the finger table of an honest node point to corrupted nodes, then almost all the communication flows generated by that node can be intercepted by the collusion of the malicious nodes, which “eclipse” the honest peers.

Various countermeasures to mitigate the effects of such attacks have been proposed: for what concerns the Sybil attack, the authors of [27] describe how to secure the assignment of the node identifiers in order to prevent the impersonation of multiple identities by a single malicious entity, aimed at gaining control on a considerable fraction of the network. This can be achieved by relying on centralized certification authorities or by requesting prospective nodes to solve a computationally demanding crypto-puzzle to be enabled to obtain an identifier, in order to limit the rate at which the identifiers can be acquired. The latter approach is used also in [28] as countermeasure to the Eclipse attack. Alternative mitigation techniques include the distributed anonymous auditing of the connectivity of neighbouring nodes [26], and the introduction of routing redundancy combined with routing failure tests to identify alterations of the routes operated by compromised nodes [27].

Our adversarial model considers two categories of attackers: the dishonest non-intrusive attacker, which can alter the content of the messages sent/received by the nodes it controls, but not the routing of the messages themselves (as e.g. in the Sybil attack), and the dishonest intrusive attacker, which can modify both message routing and content, as in the Eclipse attack.

3. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS

3.1. Basics about the Chord Protocol

The Chord protocol makes it possible to efficiently locate data items in a distributed network by associating to both items and nodes an m-bit identifier by means of a cryptographically secure hash function. The identifiers are ordered along a circle of numbers modulo $2^m$ and the first node whose identifier is equal or follows the identifier of a given key $k$ along the circle is considered as responsible of the item associated to $k$ and is named as successor of the key $k$. The distributed key lookup procedure relies on a routing table maintained by each node $n$, the so called finger table, where the $i$-th entry stores the identifier of the successor of $ID(n) + 2^i - 1$. To retrieve the item with key $k$, $n$ consults its finger table and queries the node whose identifier most closely precedes the identifier of $k$, which in turn repeats the same operation until the successor of $k$ is reached. As proved in [7], the whole procedure involves $O(\log N)$ nodes, where $N$ is the total number of peers. To increase the protocol robustness to node failures, each node $n$ also maintains a successor list, where it stores the identifiers of its $l$ nearest successors on the ring (where $l$ is a system parameter), which can replace the first successor of $n$ in case of faults. The correctness of both finger table and successor list is ensured by stabilization and fix finger procedures, which periodically update them according to the current members of the P2P network. For further details, the reader is referred to [7].

3.2. Pedersen Commitments and Non-interactive Verifiable Secret Sharing Scheme

Pedersen’s commitment scheme has been proposed in [14] and works as follows. Let $p, q$ be prime numbers such that $q | p - 1$ and let $G_q$ be the unique subgroup of $Z_p^*$ of order $q$. Choose the system parameters $g, h \in G_q$ such that $g$ is a generator of $G_q$ and $h = g^a \mod p$, where $a$ is unknown to all the participants to the scheme. The committer generates a commitment for the secret $s \in Z_q$ by randomly choosing $y \in Z_q$ and computing:

$$E(s, y) = g^s h^y \mod p \quad (1)$$

The commitment can be opened by revealing $s$ and $y$ to the verifier. Paper [14] also proves that, for a randomly chosen $y$, $E(s, y)$ is uniformly distributed in $Z_q$, and that the knowledge of $E(s, y)$ leaks no information about the secret.
In [14], Pedersen combines his commitments with the well-known Shamir Secret Sharing (SSS) scheme, in order to obtain a non-interactive Verifiable Secret Sharing (VSS) scheme. In this scheme, a commitment is computed by using Formula (1) for the secret $s \in \mathbb{Z}_q$ and a random number $y \in \mathbb{Z}_q$ as $E_0 = E(s, y)$. Then, the secret is divided in $w$ shares, which are distributed to the participants, and can be recovered by combining at least $t \leq w$ shares. Moreover, each participant can verify the integrity of the received share by using the Pedersen commitment, without need of knowing $s$ and $y$. The share generation works as follows: let $F(x), G(x) \in \mathbb{Z}_q[x]$ be two polynomials of degree $t − 1$, such that $F(x) = s + F_1 x + \cdots + F_{t−1} x^{t−1} \mod q$ and $G(x) = y + G_1 x + \cdots + G_{t−1} x^{t−1} \mod q$, where $F_1, \ldots, F_{t−1}, G_1, \ldots, G_{t−1} \in \mathbb{Z}_q$. For each $(F_i, G_i)$ pair ($1 \leq i \leq t − 1$), compute the commitment $E_i = E(F_i, G_i)$. Then, calculate the $j$-th share ($1 \leq j \leq w$) as $S_j = (s_j, y_j)$, where $s_j = F(j)$ and $y_j = G(j)$. Once the share calculation is completed, the tuple $\overline{V}_j = [j, S_j, \overline{E}_j]$ (where $\overline{E}_j = [E_0, E_1, \ldots, E_{t−1}]$) is distributed to each of the $w$ participants, who can check the integrity of $S_j$ by verifying whether the following equality holds:

$$E(s_j, y_j) = \prod_{i=0}^{t−1} E_i^j \mod p \quad (2)$$

The secret $s$ can be recovered by interpolating the points $(j, s_j)$ of at least $t$ cooperating parties out of the total of $w$ participants.

Note that Pedersen VSS scheme maintains the homomorphic properties of SSS scheme with respect to addition: let $S_j = (s_j, y_j)$ and $S_j' = (s'_j, y'_j)$ be the $j$-th shares of secrets $s'$ and $s''$ respectively and let $\overline{E}_j, \overline{E}_j'$ be the associated commitments. The share $S_j = (s_j, y_j)$ of the aggregated secret $s' + s''$ can be obtained by computing $s_j = s_j' + s_j'' \mod q$ and $y_j = y_j' + y_j'' \mod q$, while the associated commitment can be computed as $\overline{E}_j = \overline{E}_j' \overline{E}_j''$, i.e. the term-by-term product of the elements of the vectors $\overline{E}_j$ and $\overline{E}_j''$.

### 3.3. Basics on Distributed Data Aggregation in AMI

Fig. 1 shows the privacy-preserving aggregation architecture proposed in [6], which includes three sets of nodes: the Meters, $M$, which generate the energy consumption measurements, the Gateways, $G$, which collect and securely aggregate the metering data, and the External Entities, $E$, which are the parties accessing the aggregated measurements. An additional node, the Configurator, collects the aggregation requests from the EEs (expressed in terms of sets of Meters they want to monitor), verifies whether such requests are compliant to the security policies of the grid and allows or denies them accordingly*. Each Meter is directly connected to a Gateway, which receives data from a set of Meters $M_s \subseteq M$ (e.g., all the Meters in a building). At regular time intervals (e.g., every 15 mins), the Meter generates a measurement and sends it to the Gateway. The Gateway divides the measurements received from the local Meters in $w$ shares using the SSS scheme, which allows the reconstruction of the aggregated data in case $t \leq w$ shares are available, where $t$ is a design parameter which defines the security level of the system. Moreover, the Gateways receive partially aggregated shares from other Gateways: since the SSS scheme has homomorphic properties with respect to addition, the $j$-th shares ($1 \leq j \leq w$) can be independently summed according to the aggregation rules specified by the EEs.

The aggregation is performed in a distributed fashion and the deployment of the information flows is performed using a variant of the Chord routing protocol, which creates $w$ independent Chord rings, each responsible for the aggregation of one of the $w$ shares. Every Gateway is placed in each of the $w$ rings according to its Chord identifiers, obtained by hashing the node ID with a family of $w$ independent hash functions. When a given EE obtains the approval of its aggregation request from the Configurator, $w$ aggregation trees (one for each ring) are created, relying on the standard query routine of the Chord protocol. Then, at every time interval, data generated by the Meters are collected, divided in shares and aggregated by the Gateways belonging to the aggregation trees. For the details of the content of the messages exchanged during the aggregation protocol, the reader is referred to [6].

Once the aggregation process is completed, the aggregated shares are sent to the EEs. The EEs can recover the aggregated measurements through the Berlekamp-Welch algorithm [29], which allows a correct reconstruction in presence of $m$ missing shares and $c$ corrupted shares, provided that $w \geq t + 2c + m$.

---

* Such policies may e.g. include the minimum size of the aggregated set or a minimum amount of elements in which two sets of monitored Meters must differ.
4. MODELS AND DESIGN GOALS

4.1. Definition

At every time period \( \tau \in \mathbb{N} \), each Meter \( m \in M \) generates a measurement \( \phi_m(\tau) \), which it sends to the Gateway locally connected. Each EE \( e \in E \) specifies a set of Meters \( M_e \), that it wants to monitor. At each time interval \( \tau \), the EE expects to obtain the quantity:

\[
\Phi_e(\tau) = \sum_{m \in M_e} \phi_m(\tau)
\]

Our data aggregation protocol consists of the following primitives:

- \( \text{param} \leftarrow \text{Setup}(1^l) \): takes as input the security parameter \( l \) (defined as the number of bits of the prime number \( p \)), and outputs the public parameters \( \text{param} \).
- \( (\overline{V}_1^{M, \tau}, \ldots, \overline{V}_w^{M, \tau}) \leftarrow \text{ShareGen}(\text{param}, \tau, M, \phi_m(\tau) : m \in M) \): takes as input the measurements generated during the time span \( \tau \) by the Meters belonging to the set \( M \) and outputs \( w \) aggregated share/commitment pairs over the set \( M \).
- \( (\overline{V}^{M, T}_1, \ldots, \overline{V}^{M, T}_w) \leftarrow \text{ShareAggr}(\text{param}, \tau_1, \tau_2, \overline{V}^{M, \tau}_1, \ldots, \overline{V}^{M, \tau}_w : \tau_1 \leq \tau \leq \tau_2) \): takes as input the share/commitment pairs generated during each time period between \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) and outputs the corresponding time-aggregated pairs over the time span \( T = \tau_2 - \tau_1 \).
- \( \{0, 1\} \leftarrow \forall \epsilon \forall (\text{param}, S_j^{M, \tau}) : j \in J \subseteq \{1, \ldots, w\} \): takes as input a set of shares and their associated commitments and outputs 1 if they are recognized as generated by means of \( \text{ShareGen} \), and 0 otherwise.
- \( \Phi^M(\tau) \) or \( \bot \leftarrow \text{Recovery}(\text{param}, S_j^{M, \tau}) : j \in J \subseteq \{1, \ldots, w\} \): takes as input a subset of the \( w \) aggregated shares and outputs the aggregated measurement \( \Phi^M(\tau) \) over the set \( M \) or fails, thus not providing any output.

4.2. Attacker Model

In our architecture, the only fully trusted nodes are the Configurator and the Meters, which are assumed to behave honestly. Conversely, the EEs are supposed to behave according to the honest-but-curious attacker model, i.e., they cannot inject false messages or alter the routing of the communication flows, but they try to deduce further information from the received data, possibly creating collusions. Finally, the Gateways are assumed to behave as dishonest nodes, which can collide in order to alter the routing and the content of the messages. More precisely, the Gateways can behave as dishonest-non-intrusive nodes, meaning that they may modify the data but cannot alter the routing nor modify the structure of the aggregation trees (e.g., by forcing some information to traverse one or more of the corrupted Gateways), or as dishonest-intrusive nodes, which can alter both content and routing.

We assume a non-adaptive model in which the adversary selects the Gateways to corrupt before the deployment of the information flows among the network nodes. Since we also assume that all the communication channels are secure and authenticated, we do not consider the presence of external eavesdroppers.

We start detailing the dishonest-non-intrusive adversary model. We consider a single attacker which runs up to \( G_e \) colluding Gateways in order to gain access to the measurements generated by a large number of Meters. During the data aggregation phase the malicious Gateways may provide altered data to their neighbours in the aggregation trees. Such behaviour is declined as follows: for the locally connected Meters, the malicious Gateway may alter the measurements \( \phi_m \) and compute shares and commitments on the altered data. Conversely, for what concerns the partially aggregated shares and commitments received by other Gateways, the dishonest Gateway can alter the shares, the corresponding commitments, or both of them, but the probability that it can solve a Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP) in \( \mathbb{Z}_p \) is upper-bounded by a negligible function \( \text{negl}(l) \) of the number of bits of \( p \).

Note that the malicious Gateway can modify the shares according to different purposes: the easiest way is to replace them with random values, so that the final aggregated shares are corrupted and become unusable. This approach leads to a Denial of Service (DoS) attack. Alternatively, the Gateway can recompute the share with the aim of making the EEs retrieve modified aggregated measurements, e.g., excluding the measurements of one or more Meters specified by the aggregation rule communicated by the Configurator, or including measurements generated by Meters not belonging to the set of monitored users). In the remainder of the paper, this kind of attack will be named Semantic attack.

Conversely, in case of the dishonest-intrusive attacker model, in addition to all the assumptions and capabilities of the dishonest-non-intrusive adversary, the \( G_e \) colluded Gateways alter the construction of the aggregation trees by inducing the honest Gateways to select them as their neighbours, in order to mediate most of the aggregation requests specified by the EEs. To do this, the malicious Gateways modify their Chord finger table, so that it only contains the identifiers of other colluded Gateways. This way, the probability \( p \) of a malicious Gateway to be included in a generic aggregation tree is increased, since the finger tables are periodically exchanged and refreshed during the stabilization phase of the Chord protocol and whenever a new node joins/leaves the network.

4.3. Routing Assumptions

In the remainder of the paper, we assume that the deployment of the \( w \) aggregation trees has already been performed during an initial setup phase, according to the
Chord-based distributed approach discussed in Section 3.3, which implies that:

1. the Gateways conveying the final aggregated shares to the EE are chosen arbitrarily by the EEs themselves before the deployment of the aggregation trees. We assume that the EEs chose a distinct tree root Gateway for each share;
2. Chord IDs are obtained from node network addresses by using a cryptosecure hash function such as SHA-1, therefore the attacker cannot chose the Chord IDs assigned to the corrupted nodes. Therefore, the Chord IDs of the malicious nodes can be assumed to be uniformly distributed along the ID space of $m$ bits;
3. in the dishonest-intrusive model, we assume that when a malicious Gateway intercepts a monitoring request for a given Meter, it forwards the message to the first malicious successor, until the corrupted node closest to the Gateway locally connected to the Meter is reached. Therefore, once a monitoring request is captured by a corrupted node, all the following nodes conveying the request to the local Gateway along the aggregation tree are malicious.

Moreover, we assume that the Meters are fully reliable and not subject to faults, meaning that at every time interval $\tau$ they always provide the measurement $\phi_m(\tau)$. For a discussion on the reliability of a centralized aggregation infrastructure in presence of faulty Meters, the reader is referred to [30]. Other possible approaches are discussed in [13] in the context of a centralized aggregation infrastructure.

### 4.4. Security Properties

We now list the security properties that the aggregation infrastructure must satisfy. The architecture is said to be **perfectly aggregator oblivious** if:

1. any EE can infer no information about the individual measurements $\phi_m(\tau)$ of the Meters $m \in \mathcal{M}_c$;
2. any collusion of a set of EEs $E_c$ cannot obtain any additional information with respect to what is implied by the knowledge of the $\Phi_e(\tau)$ for all $e \in E_c$.

Formally, we define the following experiment $\text{AggrObliv}$ for a given adversary $A$, which represents the set $E_c$ of colluded honest-but-curious EEs, a security parameter $l$, and a challenger $C$.

1. The $\text{Setup}(1^l)$ algorithm outputs the system parameters.
2. $A$ chooses $\tau$, $N$ sets of Meters $\mathcal{M}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{M}_N \subseteq \mathcal{M}$, and two sets of measurements $\{\phi^0_m(\tau) \colon m \in \mathcal{M}_j\}$, $\{\phi^0_m(\tau) \colon m \in \mathcal{M}_j\}$: $\sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}_j} \phi^0_m(\tau) = \sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}_j} \phi^0_m(\tau) \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$, and communicates $\mathcal{M}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{M}_N$, $\{\phi^0_m(\tau) \colon m \in \mathcal{M}_j\}$, $\{\phi^0_m(\tau) \colon m \in \mathcal{M}_j\}$ to $C$.

3. $C$ chooses a random bit $b \leftarrow \{0, 1\}$, runs $\text{ShareGen}(\text{param}, \tau, \mathcal{M}_j, \phi^0_m(\tau) \colon m \in \mathcal{M}_j)$ $\forall j \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ and sends $(\mathcal{V}_1^{\mathcal{M}_j, \tau}, \ldots, \mathcal{V}_w^{\mathcal{M}_j, \tau})$ $\forall j \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ to $A$.

**Definition 1**

The aggregation infrastructure provides **perfect aggregation obliviousness** if for every $j \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ it holds that:

$$
\Pr(b = 0 \mid \mathcal{V}_1^{\mathcal{M}_j, \tau}, \ldots, \mathcal{V}_w^{\mathcal{M}_j, \tau}) = \Pr(b = 0)
$$

$$
\Pr(b = 1 \mid \mathcal{V}_1^{\mathcal{M}_j, \tau}, \ldots, \mathcal{V}_w^{\mathcal{M}_j, \tau}) = \Pr(b = 1)
$$

Moreover, we say that the architecture is $t$-blind if any collusion of a set of Gateways $G_c$ belonging to at most $t - 1$ distinct aggregation trees cannot learn anything about the measurements generated by the Meters, except for the Meters directly connected to the Gateways in $G_c$.

**Definition 2**

The aggregation infrastructure provides $t$-blindness if it holds that:

$$
\Pr(b = 0 \mid \mathcal{V}_i^{\mathcal{M}, \tau} \colon i \in \mathcal{I}) = \Pr(b = 0)
$$

$$
\Pr(b = 1 \mid \mathcal{V}_i^{\mathcal{M}, \tau} \colon i \in \mathcal{I}) = \Pr(b = 1)
$$

Additionally, the concept of resiliency, which was first formalized in [30] in the context of unreliable communication systems, has been adapted to the data pollution scenario of this paper as follows. We say that the architecture is $c$-resilient if it delivers the correct result even if at most $c$ shares are altered. Formally, we define the two following experiments $\text{DoSResil}$ and $\text{SemResil}$. The former works for a given algorithm $A$ and a parameter $l$. The adversary $A$ controls a collusion $G_c$ of dishonest Gateways belonging to at most $t - 1$ distinct aggregation trees.

1. The $\text{Setup}(1^l)$ algorithm outputs the system parameters.
2. $A$ chooses $\tau$, a set of one single Meter $\mathcal{M} = \{m\}$, two distinct measurements $\phi^0_m(\tau)$, $\phi^0_m(\tau)$, and a subset of indexes $\mathcal{I} \subseteq \{1, \ldots, w\}$: $|\mathcal{I}| = t - 1$, and communicates them to $C$.
3. $C$ chooses a random bit $b \leftarrow \{0, 1\}$, runs $\text{ShareGen}(\text{param}, \tau, \mathcal{M}, \phi^0_m(\tau) \colon m \in \mathcal{M})$ and sends $(\mathcal{V}_1^{\mathcal{M}, \tau} \colon i \in \mathcal{I})$ to $A$.

**Definition 3**

The aggregation infrastructure provides $c$-resilience if it holds that:

$$
\Pr(b = 0 \mid \mathcal{V}_i^{\mathcal{M}, \tau} \colon i \in \mathcal{I}) = \Pr(b = 0)
$$

$$
\Pr(b = 1 \mid \mathcal{V}_i^{\mathcal{M}, \tau} \colon i \in \mathcal{I}) = \Pr(b = 1)
$$

Additionally, the concept of resiliency, which was first formalized in [30] in the context of unreliable communication systems, has been adapted to the data pollution scenario of this paper as follows. We say that the architecture is $c$-resilient if it delivers the correct result even if at most $c$ shares are altered. Formally, we define the two following experiments $\text{DoSResil}$ and $\text{SemResil}$. The former works for a given algorithm $A$ and a parameter $l$. The adversary $A$ controls a collusion $G_c$ of dishonest Gateways belonging to at most $t - 1$ distinct aggregation trees.

1. The $\text{Setup}(1^l)$ algorithm outputs the system parameters.
2. $A$ chooses $\tau$, a set of measurements $\phi_m(\tau) \forall m \in \mathcal{M}$, a subset of indexes $\mathcal{I} \subseteq \{1, \ldots, w\}$: $|\mathcal{I}| = c$, and communicates them to $C$. 
3. \( C \) runs \( \text{ShareGen} \) \((\text{param}, \tau, M, \phi_m(\tau); m \in M)\), replaces \( \overline{V}_i \): \( i \in I \) with random numbers, runs \( \text{Vrfy}(param, S^{M,T}_i, \xi_j) \): \( j \in \{1, \ldots, w\} \), then runs \( \text{Recovery}(param, S^{M,T}_i) \): \( j \in J \subseteq \{1, \ldots, w\} \) where \( J \) is arbitrarily chosen by \( C \) and outputs \( \Phi^M(\tau) \) or fails.

**Definition 3**

The aggregation infrastructure provides \textit{c-resiliency} to DoS attacks if for all p.p.t. algorithms there exists a negligible function \( \text{negl}(l) \) such that:

\[
Pr(\Phi^M(\tau) \neq \Phi^M(\tau); |I| = c) \leq \text{negl}(l)
\]

Conversely, the \textsc{SemResil} experiment assumes a collusion of \( G \). Gateways capable of consistently altering the final aggregated shares conveyed to a given EE by controlling \textit{all} the measurements collected by each of the \( c \) aggregation trees:

1. The \text{Setup}(1^l) algorithm outputs the system parameters.
2. \( A \) chooses \( \tau \), a set of Meters \( M \), two sets of measurements \( \phi_m(\tau), \phi_m(\tau) \forall m \in M \), a subset of indexes \( I \subseteq \{1, \ldots, w\} : |I| = c \), and communicates them to \( G \).
3. \( C \) runs \( \text{ShareGen} \) \((\text{param}, \tau, M, \phi_m(\tau); m \in M)\), and \( \text{ShareGen} \) \((\text{param}, \tau, M, \phi_m(\tau); m \in M)\) replaces \( \overline{V}_{i,0} \): \( i \in I \) with the corresponding shares \( \overline{V}_{i,\tau} \): \( i \in I \), runs \( \text{Vrfy}(param, S^{M,T}_{i,0}, \xi_j) \): \( j \in \{1, \ldots, w\}, \tau \). Then, it runs \( \text{Recovery}(param, S^{M,T}_{i,0}) \): \( j \in \mathcal{J} \subseteq \{1, \ldots, w\} \) where \( \mathcal{J} \) is arbitrarily chosen by \( C \) and outputs \( \Phi^M(\tau) \) or fails.

**Definition 4**

The aggregation infrastructure provides \textit{e-resiliency} to \textit{Semantic} attacks if for all p.p.t. algorithms there exists a negligible function \( \text{negl}(l) \) such that:

\[
Pr(\Phi^M_0(\tau) \neq \Phi^M_0(\tau); |I| = c) \leq \text{negl}(l)
\]

Finally, the aggregation infrastructure is said to be \textit{fraud aware} if, for a given Meter monitored by multiple EEs, it allows to verify whether the locally connected Gateway provided the same measurements to all the monitoring EEs. Formally, we define the following experiment \( \text{FrAware} \) for a parameter \( l \), an adversary \( A \) which controls a malicious Gateway \( g \) and the set of EEs, and a challenger \( C \).

1. The \text{Setup}(1^l) algorithm outputs the system parameters.
2. \( A \) chooses a time interval \( T = \tau_2 - \tau_1 \), a set of one single Meter chosen among the Meters locally connected to \( g \). \( M = \{m\}; m \in M_0 \), the share/commitment pairs \( \overline{V}_{1,\tau}, \ldots, \overline{V}_{\tau, \tau} \) for \( \tau_1 \leq \tau \leq \tau_2 \), and the individual time-aggregated shares \( S^{M,T}_{1,\tau}, \ldots, S^{M,T}_{w,\tau} \) such that \( \text{Recovery}(param, S^{M,T}_{1,\tau}, \ldots, S^{M,T}_{w,\tau}) \neq \sum_{\tau_1}^{\tau_2} \text{Recovery}(param, S^{M,T}_{1,\tau}, \ldots, S^{M,T}_{w,\tau}) \) and communicates them to \( C \).

3. \( C \) runs \( \text{ShareAgg}(param, T, \overline{V}_{1,\tau}, \ldots, \overline{V}_{w,\tau}) \) for \( \tau_1 \leq \tau \leq \tau_2 \) to obtain \( \overline{V}^{M,T}_{1,\tau}, \ldots, \overline{V}^{M,T}_{w,\tau} \) and runs \( \text{Vrfy}(param, S^{M,T}_{1,\tau}, \ldots, S^{M,T}_{w,\tau}, \overline{\xi}^{M,T}_{1,\tau}, \ldots, \overline{\xi}^{M,T}_{w,\tau}) \). The output of \( \text{Vrfy} \) is considered as the output of the experiment.

**Definition 5**

The aggregation infrastructure provides \textit{fraud awareness} if for all p.p.t. algorithms it holds that:

\[
Pr(\text{FrAware outputs } 1) \leq \text{negl}(l)
\]

5. AN ARCHITECTURE RESISTANT TO DISHONEST ADVERSARIES

In this section we propose three countermeasures to mitigate the effects of attacks by dishonest adversaries. More in detail, Protocol 1 (see subsection 5.1) counteracts the alteration of the partially aggregated shares received by malicious Gateways by implementing an integrity check and a verification algorithm based on the VSS scheme. Conversely, the Chord auxiliary routing tables introduced in subsection 5.2 are aimed at limiting the routing pollution performed by dishonest intrusive Gateways, regardless of the processing of the message content. Since Protocol 1 does not prevent the modification of the individual measurements \( \phi_m \) performed by the Gateways locally connected to the Meters, we also discuss Protocol 2 (see subsection 5.3), which enables the Configurator to perform compliance checks on individual time-aggregated data, in order to individuate possible outliers w.r.t. some auxiliary information (e.g. historical statistics).

5.1. Protocol 1: Ensuring Data Integrity with VSS Scheme

The aggregation architecture described in Section 3.3 can be enhanced by substituting the SSS scheme with Pedersen VSS scheme, without altering the aggregation procedure. The Configurator chooses the system parameters \( g \) and \( h \) and communicates them to the Gateways and the EEs during the setup phase of the communication protocol (see [6] for details). Alternatively, \( g \) and \( h \) could be chosen directly by the nodes participating to the aggregation procedure by means of a coin-flipping protocol.

We now detail the content of the messages exchanged during the data aggregation phase (see Fig. 2).

1. **Send Measurement**: \( m \rightarrow g : \phi_m(\tau) \)

At every time interval \( \tau \) each Meter \( m \) communicates its measurement to the local Gateway,
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Figure 2. Data aggregation phase of the VSS-enhanced aggregation protocol

which divides it into $w$ individual shares $S_j^{r,m}$ and associates them to the corresponding commitment $E_j^{r,m} = \{E_0^{r,m}, E_1^{r,m}, \ldots, E_{\tau,m}\}$. Note that the commitment associated to the individual shares is always the same, since the share number $j$ ($1 \leq j \leq w$) appears only as exponent in the verification formula (see Eq. (2)), while the values $E_i$ ($0 \leq i \leq t - 1$) are not dependent on $j$. Before forwarding the data, $g$ possibly aggregates both shares and commitments to the partially aggregated data received from the neighboring Gateway(s) preceding $g$ in the $j$-th aggregation tree(s) to which $g$ belongs and computes $S_j$ and $E_j$.

2. Send (partially) aggregated share and commitment:

$$g \rightarrow g'(or\ g' \rightarrow e): [j, S_j, E_j]$$

With reference to the $j$-th aggregation tree, after performing aggregation on both shares and commitments, $g$ forwards the partially aggregated data to the next Gateway $g'$ along the aggregation tree or, in case the aggregation procedure is completed, it sends the final share/commitment pair to the EE $e$ to which the aggregated data are destined. Note that, in case all the Gateways belonging to the $j$-th aggregation tree behave honestly, the final aggregate share delivered to $e$ is $S_j = \sum_{m \in M_j} S_j^{r,m}$ and the corresponding commitment is $E_j = \{E_0, E_1, \ldots, E_{t-1}\} = \prod_{m \in M_j} E_0^{r,m}, \prod_{m \in M_j} E_1^{r,m}, \ldots, \prod_{m \in M_j} E_{t-1}^{r,m}$. Therefore, in absence of malicious nodes, the aggregation procedure provides the correct aggregated results.

Once the EE collects at least $t$ aggregated shares, it runs the verification algorithm (see Algorithm 1). As previously mentioned, the value of the commitments associated to the individual shares does not depend on the share number $j$. It follows that, if the share and commitment aggregation procedure is correctly performed, the commitments associated to the aggregated shares received by the EE must have the same value. Therefore, the algorithm first compares the received commitments and verifies whether a subset of at least $t$ commitments have the same value (line 2). If such subset exists, the EE proceeds with checking the integrity of each of the aggregated shares belonging to such set (lines 3-7). If at least $t$ shares pass the integrity check, the aggregated measurement can be recovered by means of the Lagrange interpolation algorithm† (lines 9-10), otherwise, no reconstruction is possible and the algorithm outputs a warning message (lines 11-12).

It is worth noting that, in order to ensure the robustness of the system in presence of faulty Meters which do not provide their measurements to the Gateways, the EEs can be provided with the total number $M$ of Meters actually included in the computation of the aggregated measurement by using the VSS scheme to encrypt the actual number $m_{\hat{c}}$ of local Meters whose measurements have been correctly received by $g$ and concur in the computation of the aggregated data destined to the $e$-th EE. To do so, an additional vector $[\hat{S}_j, \hat{E}_j]$ containing the $j$-th share of $m_{\hat{c}}$ and the associated commitment is appended to $[j, S_j, E_j]$ and processed according to the same aggregation rules defined by the EE for the measurement collection, using the same aggregation tree. Therefore, after performing the verification algorithm, the EE retrieves both the aggregated measurement and $\hat{M}$. In case $\hat{M} < |M_j|$, the EE can scale the aggregated measurement multiplying it by a factor $\frac{|M_j|}{\hat{M}}$ in order to

---

†Since the Verification Algorithm ensures that no altered share is accepted, the Berlekamp-Welch recovery algorithm can be replaced by the Lagrange interpolation algorithm, which is less computationally demanding but not resistant to share alteration.
obtain an estimate of the aggregate that would have been received in case all the Meters had correctly provided their measurements to the local Gateways.

Note also that the VSS scheme counteracts the elimination/alteration of the partially aggregated shares and commitments received by the Gateways, but does not avoid the replacement of the measurements generated by the local Meters. For the discussion of a specific countermeasure addressing this issue, the reader is referred to Section 5.3.

5.2. Chord Auxiliary Routing Tables

We propose to counteract the effects of pollution of the Chord finger tables obtained by the malicious nodes through the dishonest-intrusive attack by relying on auxiliary routing tables provided by the Configurator to every node. To do so, we assume that when a Gateway joins the \( j \)-th Chord ring \( (1 \leq j \leq w) \), it communicates his Chord identifier to the Configurator. The Configurator records the Gateways’ identifiers in \( w \) lists and periodically provides every Gateway belonging to the \( j \)-th Chord ring an auxiliary routing table containing a subset of \( k \) entries of the \( j \)-th list, obtained by random sampling. The Gateway can rely on such additional table to integrate both its own finger table and successor list, while participating in the construction of the \( j \)-th aggregation tree, in order to identify the closest preceding node of the Gateway locally connected to the Meter(s) to be monitored, according to the standard Chord query procedure. Since the set of \( k \) identifiers is originated by a random sampling, under the assumption that the IDs of the malicious nodes are uniformly distributed along the ring the fraction of malicious nodes belonging to the set is on average \( |G_j| - |G_{j-1}| \), meaning each Gateway can rely on a fraction of on average \( |G_j| - |G_{j-1}| / |G_j| \) honest entries, thus lowering the chance that the node selected by the Gateways as next hop is malicious. This limits the effects of the routing pollution performed by the malicious Gateways (which always provide false routing information when contacted by the honest nodes during the query process) and decreases the probability \( p \) that the path connecting a given Meter to a monitoring EE passes through one or more corrupted Gateways (see Section 8 for a discussion on the tuning of \( k \)).

5.3. Protocol 2: Compliance Checks on Individual Time-Aggregated Data

In order to prevent the Gateways from replacing the measurements generated by the local Meters with forged ones, the Configurator can perform some checks on individual time-aggregated metering data to verify whether they are compliant to some auxiliary information it possesses about the individual time-aggregated energy consumption trend (e.g. the grid manager could provide the Configurator with the total energy flow measured at a secondary substation serving a certain set of Meters, or with historical data about the average energy consumption of a single household). Therefore, this procedure allows

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Meter, } m & \quad \text{Generate individual shares and commitments,} \\
& \quad \text{compute aggregated measurement over } T \text{ intervals}, \\
& \quad \text{then aggregate share and append commitment.}
\end{align*}
\]

the identification of possible outliers, which are more likely to have been forged. For the sake of easiness, we assume that the auxiliary information is aggregated over \( T = \tau_2 - \tau_1 \) intervals. The parameter \( T \) must be chosen in order to ensure a sufficiently coarse granularity of the time aggregation (e.g., one day), in order to avoid any leakage of fine-grained data.

To make the compliance checks possible, each Gateway \( g \) is assumed to store the energy consumption measurements generated by each Meter \( m \in M_g \) and aggregated over the last \( T \) intervals \( \Phi_m(T) = \sum_{\tau=\tau_1}^{\tau_2} \phi_m(\tau) \). In addition, \( g \) computes and stores the corresponding \( w \) time-aggregated shares \( S_{j,T}^{m,T} \) of \( \Phi_m(T) \) and their associated commitment \( E_{m,T} \). Moreover, the aggregation procedure is modified as follows: instead of aggregating the individual commitments associated to each share along the aggregation trees, the intermediate Gateways simply append them to \([j, S_j]\) (see Fig. 3). Therefore, while message 1 remains unchanged, the content of

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Meter, } m & \quad \text{Generate individual shares and commitments,} \\
& \quad \text{compute aggregated measurement over } T \text{ intervals}, \\
& \quad \text{then aggregate share and append commitment.}
\end{align*}
\]
Algorithm 2 Compliance Check Algorithm run by the Configurator

1: for all $e \in M_e$ do
2: \quad $\tilde{E}_e = \{E_{j,e}^{m,T} : E_{j,e}^{m,T}$ is available$\}$
3: if $|\tilde{E}_e| \geq t$ then
4: \quad if $\exists E_{j,e}^{m,T} \in \tilde{E}_e : E_{m,T} \neq E_{j,e}^{m,T}$ then
5: \quad \quad return $g$ is malicious
6: \quad end if
7: end if
8: end for
9: if output of the verification algorithm on $S_j^{m,T}$ ($1 \leq j \leq w$) and $E_{m,T}$ is warning message then
10: \quad return $g$ is malicious
11: end if
12: run the Lagrange interpolation algorithm on $S_j^{m,T}$ ($1 \leq j \leq w$) to recover $\Phi_m(T)$
13: if $\Phi_m(T)$ is not compliant to the auxiliary information then
14: \quad return $g$ is malicious
15: end if

message 2: Send partially aggregated share and list of commitments becomes:

$$g \rightarrow g'(or \ g' \rightarrow e) : [j, S_j, (E_{j_1}^{m,T}, \ldots , E_{j_w}^{m,T})]$$

where $\{m_1, m_2, \ldots , m_w\} \subset M_e$. Therefore, in case of correct aggregation procedure, the EEs receive $w$ aggregated shares and $w$ corresponding sets of $|M_e|$ individual commitments each. Before performing the verification algorithm discussed in Section 5.1, the EE aggregates the commitments belonging to the $j$-th set in order to obtain the final aggregated commitments.

As depicted in Figure 4, the compliance check protocol consists of the following messages:

1. Request time-aggregated data

$$f \rightarrow m (or f \rightarrow e) : ID(m)$$

In case the Configurator wants to perform the compliance check on a given Meter $m$ connected to the Gateway $g$, it asks $g$ and all the EEs monitoring $m$ to provide the individual time-aggregated data generated by $m$.

2. Send time-aggregated commitments

$$e \rightarrow f : (E_{j_1,e}^{m,T}, E_{j_2,e}^{m,T}, \ldots , E_{j_w,e}^{m,T})$$

Each EE monitoring $m$ computes $w$ time-aggregated commitments $E_{j,e}^{m,T}$ ($1 \leq j \leq w$), based on the sets of individual commitments associated to the shares of $m$ received in the last $T$ intervals, and provides them to the Configurator. In case the EE cannot compute some of the time aggregated commitments due to missing data or individuates some corrupted commitments by means of the verification algorithm, it communicates only the commitments which passed the integrity checks. In case too many commitments have been altered, thus making secret recovery at the EE impossible, the Configurator excludes the EE from the compliance check procedure.

3. Send time-aggregated shares and commitments

$$g \rightarrow f : [(S_1^{m,T}, S_2^{m,T}, \ldots , S_w^{m,T}), E_{m,T}]$$

After computing the $w$ shares $S_j^{m,T}$ of the time aggregated measurement $\Phi_m(T)$ and the associated commitment $E_{m,T}$, the $g$-th Gateway sends them to the Configurator.

Then, according to Algorithm 2, for each of the involved EEs the Configurator compares the commitments $E_{j_1,e}^{m,T}, E_{j_2,e}^{m,T}, \ldots , E_{j_w,e}^{m,T}$ received by the $e$-th EE with the commitment $E_{m,T}$ received by $g$. This prevents $g$ from communicating to the Configurator a different measurement with respect to the data sent to the EEs during the data collection procedure. Finally, the Configurator runs the verification algorithm on the $w$ time-aggregated shares $S_j^{m,T}$ and the commitment $E_{m,T}$ provided by $g$ to verify their integrity, reconstructs $\Phi_m(T)$ by means of the Lagrange interpolator, and performs the compliance checks on $\Phi_m(T)$. In case the verification algorithm fails or the value of $\Phi_m(T)$ is anomalous, $g$ is considered as malicious.

6. SECURITY EVALUATION

In this Section we prove that the security properties enumerated in Section 4 are satisfied by the enhanced aggregation architecture described in Section 5. Since a detailed security analysis of the SSS scheme has already been provided in [6], here we extend it with additional considerations on the impact of the commitments on the security guarantees of the system.

**Theorem 1 (Aggregation obliviousness)**

Protocol 1 provides perfect aggregation obliviousness.

**Proof**

We hereby detail the computations performed by the ShareGen algorithm run by $C$ to obtain the $i$-th share/commitment pair of the aggregated measurement computed over the set $\mathcal{M}_i$. As discussed in Section 3, the aggregated share $S_i = (s_i, y_i)$ is computed as:

$$s_i = \sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}_i} (\phi_m^b(\tau) + F_{1,m} i^1 + \cdots + F_{t-1,m} i^{t-1})$$

$$y_i = \sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}_i} (y_m + G_{1,m} i + G_{2,m} i^2 + \cdots + G_{t-1,m} i^{t-1})$$

...
where \( y_m \in \mathbb{Z}_q \) is randomly chosen by \( C \) for each Meter \( m \). Since the only term showing dependency on \( b \) is \( \sum_{m \in M_j} \phi^{b}_{m}(\tau) \), and \( \sum_{m \in M_j} \phi^{b}_{m}(\tau) = \sum_{m \in M_j} \phi^{0}_{m}(\tau) \) by construction, it follows that \( S_i = (s_i, y_i) \) gets the same value for either \( b = 0 \) and \( b = 1 \), thus not providing any information on the choice of \( b \).

The corresponding commitment \( \overline{E}_i \) is computed as:

\[
E_0 = \prod_{m \in M_j} g^{\phi^{0}_{m}(\tau) h y_m} = g^{\sum_{m \in M_j} \phi^{0}_{m}(\tau)} h^{\sum_{m \in M_j} y_m} \\
E_t = \prod_{m \in M_j} g^{F_{i,m} h^{G_{i,m}}} 1 \leq i \leq t - 1
\]

The only term depending on \( b \) is \( E_0 \), but since \( \sum_{m \in M_j} \phi^{0}_{m}(\tau) = \sum_{m \in M_j} \phi^{0}_{m}(\tau) \) by construction, its value remains the same for either \( b = 0 \) and \( b = 1 \). Therefore, \( \overline{E}_j \) does not leak any information on \( b \). It follows that:

\[
Pr(b = 0|\overline{E}_{1}^{M_{j},r},...,\overline{E}_{w}^{M_{j},r}) = Pr(b = 0) \\
Pr(b = 1|\overline{E}_{1}^{M_{j},r},...,\overline{E}_{w}^{M_{j},r}) = Pr(b = 1)
\]

**Theorem 2 (Blindness)**

Protocol 1 provides \( t \)-blindness.

**Proof**

At the end of step 3 of the Blind experiment, the adversary \( A \) receives a set of \( t - 1 \) shares/commitment pairs \( \overline{V}_{1}^{M_{j},r},...,\overline{V}_{t-1}^{M_{j},r} \). Since VSS has been proved to be unconditionally hiding (see [14, Theorem 3.1]) thanks to the usage of randomness and it is also proved (see [14, Theorem 4.1]) that the knowledge of at most \( t - 1 \) share/commitment pairs does not provide any information about the secret \( \phi \), we obtain that:

\[
Pr(b = 0|\overline{V}_{1}^{M_{j},r}: i \in \mathcal{J}) = Pr(b = 0) \\
Pr(b = 1|\overline{V}_{1}^{M_{j},r}: i \in \mathcal{J}) = Pr(b = 1)
\]

The proof can straightforwardly be extended of any set of share/commitment pairs of cardinality lower than \( t - 1 \).

**Theorem 3 (Resiliency to DoS)**

Under assumption of computational intractability of DLP in \( \mathbb{Z}_p \), Protocol 1 provides \( w - t \)-resiliency to DoS attacks.

**Proof**

At step 3. of the DoResil experiment, before running the Recovery algorithm \( C \) performs \( \text{Vrfy} \), which consists in running the Verification Algorithm (see Algorithm 1) to verify the integrity of the share/commitment pairs \( \overline{V}_{j}^{M_{j},r}: j \in \{1,\ldots,w\} \) according to (2) and to identify the largest set of shares having the same commitment value by comparing \( \overline{V}_{1}^{M_{j},r},...,\overline{V}_{w}^{M_{j},r} \). Since the correctness of (2) is proved in [14, Theorem 4.3], it follows that:

\[
Pr(S_{i}^{M_{j},r},\overline{E}_{i}^{M_{j},r} \text{ passes checks}|S_{i}^{M_{j},r},\overline{E}_{i}^{M_{j},r} \text{ is correct}) = 1
\]

Let \( J = \{1,\ldots,w\} \setminus \mathcal{I} \) be the set of indexes of the share/commitment pairs for which \( \text{Vrfy} \) outputs 1, i.e., which passed both the integrity checks (lines 2-6 of Algorithm 1) and commitment comparison checks (lines 7-8 of Algorithm 1). \( C \) runs \( \text{Recovery} \) \( \sum_{i \in \mathcal{J},\tau} \) and obtains \( \Phi^{M_{j}}(\tau) \). According to [14, Theorem 4.3], it holds that:

\[
Pr(\Phi^{M_{j}}(\tau) \neq \Phi^{M_{j}}(\tau): |\mathcal{I}| \leq w - t) \leq \text{negl}(l)
\]

Therefore, the VSS-enhanced infrastructure provides \( (w - t) \)-resiliency to DoS attacks.

**Theorem 4 (Resiliency to Semantic attacks)**

Under assumption of computational intractability of the DLP in \( \mathbb{Z}_p \), Protocol 1 provides \( c \)-resiliency to Semantic attacks, where \( c = \lceil \frac{w}{2} \rceil \) if \( t \leq \lceil \frac{w}{2} \rceil \) and \( c = w - t \) otherwise.

**Proof**

The proof is analogous to Theorem 3. Since in this case the replaced share/commitment pairs have been computed coherently, they always pass the integrity checks (lines 2-6 of Algorithm 1) performed by \( \text{Vrfy} \). However, the values of such commitments are different than the ones of the unaltered aggregated commitments collected by the EE. Then the EE runs the Recovery algorithm on the widest set \( \mathcal{J} \) of shares having the same commitment value. This way, the corrupted shares can still be identified by the comparison mechanism (lines 7-8 of Algorithm 1) and treated as they were missing during the secret reconstruction phase, provided that they are less than \( t \) in case \( t > \lceil \frac{w}{2} \rceil \), or less than \( \lceil \frac{w}{2} \rceil + 1 \), in case \( t \leq \lceil \frac{w}{2} \rceil \). Therefore, it follows that:

\[
Pr(\Phi^{M_{j}}(\tau) \neq \Phi^{M_{j}}(\tau): |\mathcal{I}| = c) \leq \text{negl}(l)
\]

where \( e \leq w - t \) if \( t > \lceil \frac{w}{2} \rceil \) and \( e \leq \lceil \frac{w}{2} \rceil \) if \( t \leq \lceil \frac{w}{2} \rceil \). Note that, also in case of Semantic attack, the non-enhanced architecture relying on the SSS scheme with the Berlekamp-Welch recovery algorithm provides \( \lceil \frac{w - t}{2} \rceil \)-resiliency.

**Theorem 5 (Fraud awareness)**

Under assumption of computational intractability of DLP in \( \mathbb{Z}_p \), Protocol 2 provides fraud awareness.
is quite low, a reasonable choice could be 

\[ \text{Recovery}(\text{param}, S^M_j \in J') \]

\[ \forall v \text{Vrfy}(\text{param}, S^M_j, \tilde{E}_V : j \in J') = 1, \forall v \text{Vrfy}(\text{param}, S^M_j, \tilde{E}_V : j \in J') = 1 \]

\[ j \in J' = 1 \leq \text{negl}(l) \]

By contradiction, let \( A \) be a p.p.t. algorithm that has more than a negligible advantage in the FrAware experiment, i.e. which generates the share/commitment pairs \( \bar{V}_1^M, \ldots, \bar{V}_w^M \) for \( 1 \leq \tau \leq 2 \), and the individual time-aggregated shares \( S_1^M, \ldots, S_w^M \) such that \( \text{Recovery}(\text{param}, S_1^M, \ldots, S_w^M) \neq \sum_{\tau=1}^{2} \text{Recovery}(\text{param}, S_1^M, \ldots, S_w^M) \) and such that \( S_1^M, \ldots, S_w^M, S_1^M, \ldots, S_w^M, (1 \leq \tau \leq 2) \) have passed the checks performed by \( \text{Vrfy} \). This means that \( A \) has succeeded in distributing inconsistent shares, which implies solving a DLP, thus contradicting the hypothesis of [14, Theorem 4.3].

7. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Protocols 1 and 2 in terms of message size, computational effort and timings of the cryptographic operations at the various nodes.

We start discussing the message size. Let \( L[x] \) the length of message \( x \), expressed in number of bits. Since \( L[\bar{V}] = L[p] \) and \( L[S] = 2L[q] \), the length of a message including a share and its associated commitment can be computed as \( L[j] + L[S_j] + L[\bar{E}_V] = L[w] + 2L[q] + tL[p] \). Considering that the total number of shares \( w \) is quite low, a reasonable choice could be \( L[w] = 8 \).

Typical choices for the lengths \( p \) and \( q \) are \( L[p] = 1024 \) and \( L[q] = 160 \). With these assumptions, for Protocol 1 it results \( L[w] + 2L[q] + tL[p] = 8 + 320 + t \cdot 1024 \) bits. Conversely, in case Protocol 2 has to be supported, the commitments are appended by the Gateways to the message containing the aggregated share, whose length can be upper bounded by \( L[w] + 2L[q] + t|L[p] + |L[p]| = 8 + 320 + t \cdot |L[p]| \cdot 1024 \) bits. Moreover, Protocol 2 requires the collection of \( w \) time-aggregated commitments from the EEs with a message of length \( 2wL[q] + tL[p] = w \cdot 320 + t \cdot 1024 \) bits, and the collection of \( w \) time-aggregated shares and one commitment from the Gateway locally connected to the Meter under check, which results in a message of length \( 2wL[q] + tL[p] = w \cdot 320 + t \cdot 1024 \) bits. Table I summarizes the message lengths above computed.

Table II reports the computational effort and the average timings of the cryptographic operations at each node, assuming the presence of a single EE specifying one aggregation rule. Timings evaluations have been performed using an Intel Core i5-2400 CPU at 3.10 GHz, and complexity calculations are based on the results presented in [14]: assuming that the powers of \( j \) are precomputed and have no impact on the computational load, a commitment can be computed in at most \( 2t \cdot L[q] \) multiplications, while an integrity verification can be performed in \( (2 \cdot L[q] + 1) t \) multiplications. The commitment generation and integrity verification operations turn out to be the computationally most demanding.

It is worth noting that the computational effort at the Gateways is limited, since the shares and commitment generation is performed only for the measurements generated by the Meters connected locally to the Gateways, which are generally assumed to be few. Conversely, the aggregation operations, which are repeated multiple times by each Gateway, introduce a much lower computational overhead. The most computationally demanding operations are the integrity verification and the secret recovery performed by the EEs, which are assumed not to be resource constrained and thus can support a higher computational burden.

8. EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION OF ATTACKS AND COUNTERMEASURES

In this section, we provide mathematical expressions to approximate the probability of success of the DoS and Semantic attacks for the dishonest-non-intrusive and dishonest-intrusive attack models and we evaluate their impact on the performance of the aggregation protocol. For this purpose, the aggregation architecture and both attacks have been implemented within the OMNet++/OverSim framework [31, 32]. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the underlying communication network is reliable and timely, thus no shares can be lost due to communication errors or delays.

8.1. Analytical Assessment

Let \( p \) be the probability that the measurements generated by a given Meter monitored by the \( e \)-th EE pass through a malicious Gateway and let \( \tau \) be the number of Gateways locally connected to the Meters belonging to a given set \( M_e \). In case of DoS attack, the \( s \)-th aggregated share is correctly computed if none of the measurements generated by the Meters \( m \in M_e \) passes through a malicious Gateway. Therefore, the probability \( P_s \) that the aggregated share is not corrupted is given by:

\[ P_s = (1 - p)^{\tau} \]

Conversely, the Semantic attack can be performed only if all the measurements generated by the monitored Meters...
Table I. Length of the messages exchanged in Protocols 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Number of Bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Send (partially) aggregated share and commitment</td>
<td>(L[w] + 2L[q] + tL[p])</td>
<td>328 + t \cdot 1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Send (partially) aggregated share and list of commitments</td>
<td>(L[w] + 2L[q] + t</td>
<td>M_e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Send time-aggregated commitments</td>
<td>(twL[p])</td>
<td>t \cdot w \cdot 1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Send time-aggregated shares and commitment</td>
<td>(2wL[q] + tL[p])</td>
<td>(w \cdot 320 + t \cdot 1024)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Computational load at each node in Pedersen VSS Scheme (timings computed for \(w = 8\) and \(t = 3\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meter</td>
<td>measurement generation</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway</td>
<td>share computation: (M_e[2w(t-1)C_s(q) + 2w(t-1)C_m(q) + (2t-1)C_v(q)])</td>
<td>239.6 (\mu s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>commitment computation: (M_e[2tL[q]C_m(p))</td>
<td>14.54 (ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>share aggregation: (2I_cC_s(q))</td>
<td>18.33 (\mu s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>commitment aggregation: (I_cC_m(p))</td>
<td>42.17 (\mu s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>integrity verification: (wt(2L[q] + 1)C_m(p))</td>
<td>828.5 (ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>commitment comparison: (C_c(w))</td>
<td>32.35 (\mu s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>secret recovery: (C_b(w))</td>
<td>52.01 (ms)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(M_e\) = number of locally connected Meters monitored by the \(e\)-th EE, \(I_c\) = number of incoming shares to be aggregated for the \(e\)-th EE, \(C_c(x)\) = cost of a sum modulus \(x\), \(C_m(x)\) = cost of a multiplication modulus \(x\), \(C_v(x)\) = cost of an exponentiation modulus \(x\), \(C_s(x)\) = cost of the generation of a random number modulus \(x\), \(C_c(x) = O(x^2)\) = cost of the comparison of \(x\) numbers, \(C_b(x) = O(x^2\)\) = cost of the Lagrange interpolation algorithm considering \(x\) shares.

Conversely, in case the VSS scheme is used, the shares which are identified as corrupted by the verification algorithm are excluded from the secret recovery procedure, therefore for the DoS attack we obtain:

\[
P_{DoS,VSS} = \sum_{\tau=1}^{M_e} P_{\tau} \sum_{i=0}^{w} \left( \binom{w}{i} (1 - P_{\tau})^i P_{\tau}^{w-i} \right)
\]

while for the Semantic attack we have:

\[
P_{Sem,VSS} = \sum_{\tau=1}^{M_e} P_{\tau} \sum_{i=1}^{w} \left( \binom{w}{i} (1 - P_{\tau})^i P_{\tau}^{w-i} \right)
\]

8.2. Numerical Results

We first evaluate numerically the dependency of \(p\) on \(|G_c|\). In the dishonest-non-intrusive attack scenario, simulation results (not reported for the sake of conciseness) show that \(p \propto \frac{|G_c|}{|G|}\), thus exhibiting a linear dependency on the number of malicious Gateways.

Fig. 5 plots the trend of \(p\) as a function of the percentage of colluded Gateways, for the dishonest-intrusive attack. In this scenario, the malicious Gateways alter their finger tables by filling them only with the identifiers of other colluded nodes, which increases the probability that an aggregation request is routed to a malicious Gateway. Therefore, \(p\) increases superlinearly with \(|G_c|\); even with
a small fraction of malicious Gateways, the probability $p$ is very high and closely approaches 1 in case of large networks. However, as showed in Figure 6, in case of dishonest-intrusive attack the value of $p$ can be consistently reduced by introducing the usage of auxiliary routing tables as countermeasure: even if the number of entries of such tables is limited (e.g. $k = 2\%$), $p$ drops significantly, especially for low cardinalities of $G_c$.

Fig. 7 plots the probability of DoS attack success for the dishonest-non-intrusive scenario, computed according to Equations (3) and (4), as a function of the total number of shares $w$. The usage of the VSS scheme effectively counteracts the effects of the attack, reducing the probability of success by several orders of magnitude. Results for the Semantic attack computed according to Equations (3) and (5) (not reported) show a probability of success below $10^{-15}$, which is reduced to less than $10^{-26}$ by using VSS. Note that the saw tooth shape is due to the floor function which defines the starting index of the summations in Equations (3) and (5).

While in the dishonest-non-intrusive scenario the probability of success of the attacks is reasonably low and rapidly decreases when $w$ grows, the effect of the dishonest-intrusive attack is more incisive, especially in the DoS attack, as shown in Figure 8. However, combining the usage of the VSS scheme and of auxiliary routing tables still allows for a reduction of the success probability in the DoS attack, which increases when $k$ is higher. In case of Semantic attack, the reduction is more consistent even for small $k$, going below $10^{-12}$ for $k = 20\%$ (not reported).

Finally, Figure 9 plots the success probability of the Dos attack for different cardinalities of the set of monitored Meters in case of dishonest-non-intrusive and dishonest-intrusive scenarios, assuming the usage of both VSS scheme and auxiliary routing tables. Results show that both attacks are more effective when the cardinality $|M_c|$ of the set of monitored Meters is high, but while in the dishonest-non-intrusive attack the probability of success is acceptable for small-medium aggregates, the dishonest-intrusive attack makes the probability of recovery of the aggregated measurements quite low even for limited values of $|M_c|$. However, increasing the total number of shares $w$...
9. CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the impact of dishonest-non-intrusive and dishonest-intrusive attacks to peer-to-peer Chord overlays on the performance of a distributed protocol for the secure collection of aggregated metering data. Measurements generated by Smart Meters are aggregated in a distributed fashion by exploiting the communication and cryptographic capabilities of Gateways located at the customers’ premises. The routing of the information flows is deployed using a variant of the Chord protocol. We also propose two countermeasures to mitigate the effects of such attacks, based on Pedersen’s Verifiable Secret Sharing scheme and on the usage of auxiliary Chord routing tables, respectively. Results obtained under different assumptions on the adversary model show that in case of small-medium aggregates the effects of both attacks can be compensated by a correct dimensioning of the number of shares in the VSS scheme and by relying on the additional routing information provided by a trusted node called Configurator. Conversely, when the number of measurements to be aggregated is high, the degradation in the performance of the aggregation protocol is more severe, especially in case of the dishonest-intrusive attack.
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